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NEW QUESTION: 1
What are two default routing policies on Junos devices? (Choose
two.)
A. The BGP import policy accepts all BGP routes.
B. The OSPF import policy accepts all OSPF routes.
C. The OSPF export policy accepts all active OSPF routes.
D. The BGP export policy rejects all active BGP routes.
Answer: A,B

NEW QUESTION: 2
A.
B.
C.
D.

ASW1
R1
R2
R3

E. DSW1
F. ASW2
G. R4
H. DSW2
Answer: A
Explanation:
port security needs is configured on ASW1.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Welches Customizing-Element steuert die Ermittlung der
geplanten Kosten in FertigungsauftrÃ¤gen?
A. Berechnungsverfahren
B. Abrechnungsprofil
C. Kalkulationsvariante
D. Buchhaltungstyp
Answer: C
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